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We study voltage controllable superconducting state in multi-terminal bridge composed of the
dirty superconductor/pure normal metal (SN) bilayer and pure normal metal. In the proposed
system small control current Ictrl flows via normal bridge, creates voltage drop V and modifies
distribution function of electrons in connected SN bilayer. In case of long normal bridge the voltage
induced nonequilibrium effects could be interpreted in terms of increased local electron temperature.
In this limit we experimentally find large sensitivity of critical curent Ic of Cu/MoN/Pt-Cu bridge to
Ictrl and relatively large current gain which originate from steep dependence of Ic on temperature
and large Ic (comparable with theoretical depairing current of superconducting bridge). In the
short normal bridge deviation from equilibrium cannot be described by simple increase of local
temperature but we also theoretically find large sensitivity of Ic to control current/voltage. In
this limit we predict existence at finite V of so called in-plane Fulde-Ferrell state with spontaneous
currents in SN bilayer. We argue that its appearance is connected with voltage induced paramagnetic
response in N layer.

PACS numbers:

INTRODUCTION

The idea to control the superconducting properties of
superconductors, which are metals, with help of electric
field or voltage is based on their large sensitivity to the
form of the electron distribution function f(E) and abil-
ity to modify f(E) by applied voltage. Origin of the
effect could be understood from the equation for the su-
perconducting order parameter ∆

∆ = λBCS

∫ h̄ωD

0

R2(E)fL(E)dE, (1)

where R2(E) = Re(∆/
√
E2 −∆2) in the simplest case

of spatially homogenous superconductor in absence of
superconducting current, λBSC is a coupling constant
in Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer theory, ωD is a Debye fre-
quency and fL(E) is odd in energy part of (1− 2f(E)).
With increasing the bath temperature T the equilib-

rium Fermi-Dirac distribution f(E) = 1/(exp(E/kBT )+
1) changes and ∆(T ) goes down because more states with
E > ∆(T ) are occupied by electrons and fL(E) decreases
at low E. At fixed temperature applied voltage V mod-
ifies f(E) in a similar way, i.e. fL(E) decreases with in-
creasing V (for example see experimental f(E, V ) in Ref.
[1]) and one can expect voltage controllable modification
of superconducting properties. In some cases effect of V
on f(E) could be described via introducing the local elec-
tron temperature Te(V ) 6= T , for example in the system
with strong electron-electron scattering. But sometimes
it cannot be done and new effects appear which are con-
nected with nonthermal form of f(E, V ) (thermal form
here is Fermi-Dirac distribution with Te 6= T ).
There are many theoretical and experimental works

where voltage controllable superconducting state was

studied in metallic superconductors. For example, in
Refs. [2–4] the normal metal-superconductor-normal
metal (NSN) voltage biased wire was considered. In
Ref. [2] there were found that at eV ∼ ∆ there is
jump to the normal state and in finite interval of voltages
∆/2 < eV < ∆ several superconducting states could ex-
ist in voltage biased ’bulk’ superconductor. This result
could be related with known transition of the magnetic
superconductor to the normal state when magnetic ex-
change energy Eex ∼ ∆, due to formal analogy between
voltage biased and magnetic superconductors as it was
discussed in Ref. [5]. In Ref. [3] existence of two sta-
ble spatially nonuniform states (symmetric and asym-
metric against the center of superconducting part) were
predicted for relatively long NSN wire which is conse-
quence of spatially nonuniform nonequilibrium fL(E, V ).
In Ref. [4] the so called bimodal state was found which
may be related to enhanced stability of superconductiv-
ity near superconductor/normal metal interface [6]. For
voltage biased NISIN system there were found several
spatially homogenous states at fixed voltage [7] and in
some range of the parameters the Fulde-Ferrel-Larkin-
Ovchinnikov (FFLO) state was predicted which develops
in lateral direction of NISIN system [5].

Control of critical current of SNS (or SINIS) Josephson
junction by applying of the voltage (or, alternatively, cur-
rent) to the additional N lead, attached to N part of SNS
junction was proposed in Refs. [8–10]. In Refs. [11–13]
this effect has been experimentally studied. Recently the
control of critical current of Ti and Al bridges with help
of voltage leads has been observed Refs.[14, 15] where the
effect is also connected with modification of f(E) due to
applied voltage although in more complicated manner
[16–18] than in previous works.

http://arxiv.org/abs/2105.06780v1
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FIG. 1: Sketch of proposed multi-terminal SN-N bridge. Su-
perconducting state of SN bridge is controlled by voltage drop
Vctrl either in regime of applied voltage or current. S is thin
dirty superconductor with large resistivity in the normal state
(NbN, MoN, MoSi, ...), N is low resistive normal metal (Au,
Cu, Ag).

In our work we study the current/voltage controllable
superconducting state in the multi-terminal bridge com-
posed of superconductor/normal metal bilayer and nor-
mal metal (see Fig. 1), where superconductor is highly
resistive metal (with large resistivity ρS in the normal
state) and normal metal has ρN ≪ ρS . In the proposed
system one may control large critical current (about of
depairing current Idep of S layer) flowing along SN bridge
instead of much smaller critical current of SNS Josephson
junction. In comparison with superconducting bridge in
SN hybrid with ρS/ρN ≫ 1 and thin S and N layers (or-
der of superconducting coherence length) Ic(T ) is much
steeper in wide temperature while Ic is much larger at
low temperatures [19, 20]. These effects come from the
substantial superconducting current flowing along low
resistive N layer and small proximity induced minigap
ǫg ∼ 1/d2N [21] there, which provides the saturation of
Ic(T ) at T <∼ ǫg/kB [20]. This allows us to expect large
sensitivity of Ic even to small deviation from equilibrium
caused by applied control current/voltage.

We confirm experimentally these expectations in
case of long normal bridge (Cu) and long SN bridge
(Cu/MoN/Pt) with lengths LN , LSN ≫ Lee, where Lee

is an inelastic electron-electron scattering length, when
the deviation from the equilibrium can be described in
terms of increased local temperature. For our parame-
ters we find current gain about 6 and we discuss how it
could be further improved.

We also study theoretically limit of short normal bridge
with LN ≪ Lee when nonequilibrium fL(E) has nonther-
mal form in its central part

fL(E) =
1

2
(tanh((E + eVctrl/2)/(2kBT )

+ tanh((E − eVctrl/2)/(2kBT ))). (2)

In this limit we also find large sensitivity of Ic to
control current/voltage but in addition there is new ef-
fect - appearance of in-plane Fulde-Ferrell (FF) state

with spontaneous currents flowing along S and N lay-
ers in SN bridge. Previously, in-plane Fulde-Ferrell-
Larkin-Ovchinnikov (FFLO) state was predicted in simi-
lar nonequilibrium SN system in Ref. [23]. In comparison
with that work we show that FF state appears at finite
voltage Vctrl ∼ kBTc0 (Tc0 is a critical temperature of
superconducting layer) and its origin is connected with
voltage induced paramagnetic response of N layer which
competes with diamagnetic response of S layer. There-
fore the situation is similar to FFLO state in equilibrium
SF and SFN hybrid structures [24, 25]. And as in case of
SFN trilayer one needs large ratio ρS/ρN ≫ 1 to realize
this state in nonequilibrium SN bilayer.
The structure of the paper is following. In Section II

we present our experimental results on current/voltage
controllable superconducting state in multi-terminal SN-
N bridge with long N bridge. In Section III we theo-
retically study case of short N bridge and find range of
parameters when FF state could be realized in SN bridge
and discuss its similarity with FFLO state in equilibrium
SFN trilayer. In section IV we conclude our results.

LONG CONTROL N BRIDGE

At LN ≫ Lee effect of applied voltage on f(E) could be
described via introducing the local electron temperature
Te in the Fermi-Dirac distribution those spatial distribu-
tion along N bridge satisfies the one dimensional (when
WN ≪ LN ) heat conductance equation (see for example
Eq. (16) in Ref. [22]). In the limit of short N bridge
with LN smaller than electron-phonon scattering length
Lep one may find simple expression for Te(y)

Te(y) =
√

T 2 + αV 2
ctrl(1 − y/LN)y/LN (3)

where α = 3e2/(π2k2B). Eq. (3) illustrates that appli-
cation of voltage/current to the control bridge changes
the electron temperature in SN bridge (which is roughly
located at y = LN/2 when WSN ≪ LN) and, hence, its
critical current.
As we discuss in Introduction we expect relatively

good sensitivity (comparable with that for SNS junction)
and large current gain in the studied system. To ver-
ify it the multi-terminal bridges were made using Cu(30
nm)/MoN(20nm)/Pt(5 nm) trilayer. The trilayer was
grown by magnetron sputtering with a base vacuum level
of the order of 1.5 · 10−7mbar on standard silicon sub-
strates without removing the oxide layer and at room
temperature. At first, Cu is deposed in an argon atmo-
sphere at a pressure of 1 · 10−3mbar. Secondly, Mo is de-
posed in an atmosphere of a gas mixture Ar : N2 = 10 : 1
at a pressure of 1 · 10−3mbar, and finally Pt is deposed
in an argon atmosphere at a pressure of 1 · 10−3mbar
(top Pt layer is used for protection purpose). In the next
step the multi-terminal Cu/MoN/Pt bridges was made
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with help of mask free optical lithography. At the final
stage the MoN/Pt layers were removed (by plasma chem-
ical etching) in the part of the system to create normal
banks and bridge. Final configuration is present in Fig.
2(a) where we show image of one of the multi-terminal
Cu/MoN/Pt-Cu bridges (nominal width of Cu/MoN/Pt
and Cu bridges is 3 µm, length of Cu/MoN/Pt bridge is
19 µm, length of Cu bridge is 5 and 7 µm, Tc0 = 7.8K
of MoN film with thickness 20 nm, coherence length
ξ0 =

√

h̄DMoN/1.76kBTc0 = 4.7 nm).
In Fig. 2(b) we show current-voltage characteristics

of Cu/MoN/Pt bridge at different values of the control
current Ictrl in Cu bridge measured at T = 0.8K. At
Ictrl > 0.35mA the critical current of SN bridge goes to
zero (see Fig. 2(c)) because the part of normal bridge
covered by MoN layer goes to the normal state (it is seen
from Fig. 2(d) where the resistance of normal bridge +
normal banks as function of control current is present).
Similar effect exists at T = 3K (see Fig. 2(b,c)).
Fig. 2(c) demonstrates good sensitivity of studied

system at T = 0.8K - even small control current may
strongly change Ic. Similar sensitivity is typical for SNS
junctions [11, 13] which also have steep dependence of Ic
on temperature. On contrary, in superconducting bridge
only relatively large applied voltage affects Ic [14, 15].
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FIG. 2: (a) Image of one of Cu/MoN/Pt-Cu multi-terminal
bridges. Arrows show direction of control (Ictrl) and trans-
port (I) currents. Photo was taken in four months after
transport measurements. (b) Current-voltage characteristics
of MoN/Cu/Pt bridge at different values of control current
Ictrl in Cu bridge (T=0.8K). (c) Dependence of the critical
current of MoN/Cu/Pt bridge on control current at two tem-
peratures. (d) Dependence of resistance of Cu banks and
bridge on control current at two temperatures. Inset in panel
(d): temperature dependence of the critical and retrapping
currents of MoN/Cu/Pt bridge (Ictrl = 0).

Assuming that the strength of electron-phonon cou-
pling in Au and Cu are close and using electron-phonon
scattering time τep(4.2K) = 1ns for Au [11] we find
Lep =

√

DCuτep ∼ 2.2µm at T = 4.2K (DCu ≃ 50cm2/s

according to [1]) which is comparable with the width and
length of our Cu and Cu/MoN/Pt bridges. Therefore we
are neither in the limit of short (when Eq. (3) is valid)
nor long N bridge with LN ≫ Lep (in this case Te(LN/2)
could be found from the balance between Joule heating
and cooling by phonons). Fig. 3 illustrates it where we
plot electronic temperature Te(Ictrl) derived from exper-
imental Ic(T ), Ic(Ictrl) and theoretical Te(Ictrl) in two
limits. In calculations we use Vctrl = IctrlRctrl where
Rctrl = 6Ω is estimated from the geometry of Cu banks,
measured Rctrl+Rbanks - see Fig. 2(d), and known sheet
resistance Rs = 1Ω of 30 nm thick Cu layer at 10 K.
Electron-phonon coupling strength in Cu is assumed as
in Au, leading to above mentioned τep.
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FIG. 3: Dependence of electron temperature Te in cross-
region of Cu/MoN/Pt and Cu bridges on control current.
Solid symbols are obtained using experimental Ic(T ) and
Ic(Ictrl), while solid and dashed curves follow from heat con-
ductance equation in limit of short and long N bridge, respec-
tively.

From Fig. 2 it follows the current gain∼ 6 at T = 0.8K
(it is defined as the ratio between Ic at Ictrl = 0 and
Icrtl which drives Ic to zero) which is larger than near
unity current gain observed in Ref. [11]. Its relatively
large value is connected with large critical current of
Cu/MoN/Pt bridge (which is about theoretical depair-
ing current Idep(T = 0) = 11.2mA of MoN bridge with
dMoN = 20nm and larger width w = 5µm [20]) while
critical current of SNS Josephson junction usually is
much smaller.

The current gain could be increased either by going
to lower temperatures or by optimizing parameters of
the structure. Indeed, in Ref. [1] no signs of phonon
emission was found for 5 µm long Cu bridge at 25mK.
Therefore making SN-N bridge with LN = 5µm, WN =
200nm (and thick normal banks at the ends of N bridge),
LSN = 5µm, WSN = 1µm (and thick superconducting
banks at the ends of SN bridge) and using parameters of
studied Cu/MoN/Pt-Cu system one can obtain current
gain >∼ 60 (expected critical current Ic(T = 0) = 1mA,
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expected Ictrl = 16µA and Vctrl = 0.4mV which drives
SN bridge to normal state at T = 100mK according to
Eq. (3)). Unfortunately such a size and temperature is
beyond of our current abilities.

FULDE-FERREL STATE IN SN-N

MULTI-TERMINAL BRIDGE WITH SHORT N

BRIDGE

In this section we theoretically study the limit of short
N bridge with length LN < Lee when voltage controlled
distribution function in SN bilayer is not thermal and
it is described by Eq. (2). As we show below it brings
new property, except the possibility to control the critical
current as in long N bridge.

In Refs. [8–10] it was predicted and later experimen-
tally confirmed [12] the sign change of superconduct-
ing current flowing via diffusive SNS Josephson junction
when distribution function has form of Eq. (2) in N part
and applied voltage is large enough. This result could be
interpreted as a transition of N part of SNS junction to
the paramagnetic state which is consequence of negative
spectral current (or current-carrying density of states)
[9, 10] in finite energy range in N part and distribution
function described by Eq. (2). In voltage driven clean
SN system paramagnetic response of N layer has been
predicted recently where its connection with so called
odd-frequency superconductivity has been discussed [26].

Existence of odd-frequency superconductivity was also
predicted in ferromagnetic part of SF bilayer which has
a paramagnetic response [27, 28]. At some parameters
it may overcome diamagnetic response of S layer and
it leads to vanishing of overall magnetic response, sig-
nals about instability and appearance of in-plane Fulde-
Ferrell-Larkin-Ovchinnikov state [24]. Appearance of
FFLO state and vanishing of magnetic susceptibility was
also discussed in Ref. [29] for current driven supercon-
ductor with Fermi surface nesting. Apparently, these
two phenomena are correlated in d-wave superconducting
film, where FFLO state with spatially separated para-
magnetic and diamagnetic currents flowing in opposite
directions across the thickness of the film have been pre-
dicted in relatively thin samples [30]. Therefore one may
expect that nonequilibrium diffusive SN bilayer also may
transit to the FFLO state and our aim is to find the con-
ditions when it could be realized. But first we would like
to illustrate the transition to FFLO state in SFN trilayer
having in mind to compare it later with nonequilibrium
SN bilayer.

In Fig. 4(a,b) we show calculated superconducting
sheet current density Jz(qz) =

∫

jz(qz)dx flowing along
SFN strip and corresponding free energy FS(qz) when
temperature driven transition to Fulde-Ferrell state oc-
curs [25] (we do not consider here Larkin-Ovchinnikov
state because it has larger energy than FF state in SFN
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FIG. 4: (a)Dependence of sheet current density Jz flowing
along SFN strip on qz at different temperatures. In tem-
perature interval 0.3 < T/Tc0 < 0.4 there is a transition to
FF state which is accompanied by vanishing of linear dia-
magnetic (Meissner) response at T = TFF . (b) Dependence
of the free energy of SFN strip on qz at the same temper-
atures. Parameters of SFN trilayer are shown in inset. qz
is normalized in units of ξc =

√

h̄DS/kBTc0, sheet current
density in units of depairing sheet current density of single S
layer Jdep(T = 0) and free energy per unit of square in units
of F0 = πN(0)(kBTc0)

2ξc (here DS is a diffusion coefficient,
Tc0 is a critical temperature and N(0) is a one spin density
of states at the Fermi level of S layer and Eex is exchange
energy in F layer).

system [31]). Here qz = ∇ϕz + (2π/Φ0)Az is gauge in-
variant gradient of phase of superconducting order pa-
rameter along the SFN trilayer and results are obtained
using Usadel model (details of calculations are present
in Ref. [31]). At temperatures T/Tc0 = 0.4 and 0.5 the
ground state is homogenous (minimum of free energy is
at qz = 0) and linear magnetic response is diamagnetic
because ∂2FS/∂q

2
z |qz=0 ∼ −∂Jz/∂qz|qz=0 > 0. At tem-

peratures T/Tc0 = 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 the ground state is in-
homogenous one (minimum of free energy is at qz = qFF )
but the linear magnetic response is again diamagnetic
because ∂2FS/∂q

2
z |qz=qFF

> 0 [32]. At temperature
0.3 < TFF/Tc0 < 0.4 there is transition from homogenous
to FF state with change of the sign of ∂2FS/∂q

2
z |qz=0 (it

goes through the zero) and linear magnetic response van-
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ishes at T = TFF . Note that in case of relatively large
magnetic field (nonlinear regime) transition to FF state
may occur in globally paramagnetic state (compare cal-
culated magnetic response of SFN strip at different mag-
netic fields and temperatures shown in Fig. 7a in Ref.
[32]). Physically vanishing of linear magnetic response is
connected with compensation of diamagnetic response of
S layer by paramagnetic response of FN layers.

In Ref. [23] transition to FFLO state in nonequilib-
rium SN bilayer was found theoretically using linearized
Usadel equations, however its relation with paramagnetic
response of N layer was not established. Here we perform
numerical analysis of nonlinear Usadel equations (see Ap-
pendix) and calculate dependence Jz(qz) in SN bridge at
different voltage drop along the N bridge (see Fig. 1). We
assume that the length of SN bridge LSN < Lee < Lep

and at its ends there is thick superconductor with gap
∼ 1.76kBTc0 > eV which prevents heat transfer to super-
conducting banks. Together with condition WSN ≪ LN

it provides us weak coordinate dependence of fL(E) in
the SN bridge. Besides we assume that WSN is larger
than ξN = (h̄DN/kBT )

1/2 (coherence length in the nor-
mal layer) which is much larger than the superconducting
coherence length ξ0 because DN ≫ DS . This assump-
tion allows us to neglect the influence of N bridge on the
proximity induced superconductivity in cross area of SN
and N bridges. Therefore we take into account variation
of superconducting properties only over the thickness of
SN bridge. In addition we neglect the effect of super-
conducting current which flows in part of SN bridge due
to conversion of the normal control current flowing via
N bridge. In the experiment, to decrease its influence
one may vary width and thickness of N bridge to have
smaller Ictrl while keeping Vctrl the same. In the narrow
SN bridge with WSN

<∼ ξN one would expect absence of
(or only partial) conversion of normal current to super-
conducting one as in ordinary superconductors being in
contact with normal metal where it converts on scale of
superconducting coherence length at SN boundary at low
temperatures [33].

In Fig. 5 we present calculated Jz(qz). Voltage drop
via N bridge decreases the critical current (it corresponds
to maximal Jz on dependence Jz(qz)) qualitatively in
the same manner as it does ordinary heating of electrons
discussed in section II (compare inset in Fig. 5(a) and
Ic(Ictrl) in Fig. 2(c) at T = 0.8K). However at Vctrl =
VFF ∼ 0.8kBTc0 new feature appears: Jz changes sign at
small qz and Jz becomes equal to zero not only at qz = 0
but also at qz = qFF . This points on appearance of the
in-plane Fulde-Ferrell state in SN bilayer.

In contrast to SFN trilayer we cannot use free energy
to prove directly that FF state is more preferable than
homogenous state. Therefore we lean on the qualitative
similarity in shape of Jz(qz) for equilibrium SFN trilayer
(see Fig. 4(a)) and nonequilibrium SN bilayer (see Fig.
5). Indication on advantage of FF state comes from Fig.
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FIG. 5: (a,b) Dependence of superconducting sheet current
density Jz flowing along SN strip on qz at different Vctrl. At
eVctrl/kBTc0 > 0.8 the branch with Jz > 0 and global para-
magnetic response at qz = 0 appear. In inset of panel (a)
we show dependence Jc(Vctrl) which is qualitatively similar
to Ic(Ictrl) present in Fig. 2(b) at T = 0.8K. In inset of
panel (b) we show dependence of maximal superconducting
order parameter (it is located at the boundary of S layer with
vacuum) on qz. At eVctrl/kBTc0 = 1.2 and 1.24 there is no
homogenous superconducting state with qz = 0. Parameters
for S and N layers are the same as for SFN trilayer shown in
Fig. 4(a), T = 0.1Tc0.

4(b) where we show Jz(qz) and ∆max(qz) at large volt-
ages (∆max is maximal value of ∆(x) in S layer). In FF
state superconducting order parameter is larger than in
homogenous state - the same effect exists in SFN trilayer.
Besides there is an interesting effect - at relatively large
Vctrl homogenous superconducting state with qz = 0 does
not exist - the same effect was found in Ref. [23].

From Fig. 5(a) one can see that at the transition to
FF state dJz/dqz changes the sign at qz = 0. Therefore
as in case of SF and SFN hybrids the transition to FF
state is accompanied by vanishing of the linear magnetic
(Meissner) response. We find that FF appears at finite
Vctrl = VFF with qFF = 0 and than qFF increases with
increasing of Vctrl as it could be seen from Fig. 5(a,b).
With increasing of temperature VFF increases while Vc

(critical voltage which drives SN bilayer to normal state)
decreases which resemble properties of magnetic super-
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conductor which hosts FFLO state, where role of V is
played by exchange field, how it was discussed in Ref.
[5]. On contrary, in Ref. [23] it was predicted existence
of FFLO state with finite qFF at any voltage. The origin
for this discrepancy between our results and results of
Ref. [23] is not clear.
In the FF state in absence of transport current or mag-

netic field there are spontaneous currents flowing in op-
posite directions across the thickness of SN bilayer (they
also exist in equilibrium SFN trilayer [25] and in d-wave
thin superconducting film [30]). Their presence is man-
ifestation of locally diamagnetic (in S layer) and para-
magnetic (in N layer) magnetic response and finite qFF .
In other words coefficient λ−2 (which is inverse square of
London penetration depth for ordinary superconductor)
in relation jz ∼ −λ−2qz has different sign in S and N
layers. For SN bilayer with thick S layer there is no tran-
sition to FF state because voltage driven paramagnetic
response of N layer cannot compensate the diamagnetic
response of S layer, as in SFN trilayer with thick S layer
[25].
We find that transition to FF state occurs in wide

range of parameters similar to one for SFN trilayer [25].
Namely, it occurs at T <∼ 0.3Tc0, it may exist at lower
temperature even when ρS/ρN = 20 and for S layer
as thick as 5ξc. The favorite candidates for experi-
mental observation of this state are dirty superconduc-
tors like NbN, MoN, WSi etc. with residual resistivity
ρS >∼ 100µΩ · cm, thicknesses dS = 1− 2ξc and low resis-
tive metals like Au, Cu, Ag with ρN = 2− 5µΩ · cm and
thicknesses 2− 4ξc.
In Ref. [1] the two-step electron distribution function

(Eq. 2) was experimentally observed in the center of Cu
bridge with length 1.5 µm at T = 25mK. Transition of
Nb/Au/Nb Josephson junction to π state at T = 100mK
with length of Au control bridge 1µm was found in Ref.
[12]. Both results give approximate length scales and
temperatures when Fulde-Ferrell state could be observed
in SN-N multi-terminal bridge. With length of N bridge
LN = 1.5µm and width WN = 100 − 200nm the width
of SN bridge should be WSN

<∼ LN/5 ∼ 200nm while its
length LSN is about 1 − 1.5µm to avoid thermalization
of electrons along SN bridge.
Spontaneous currents flowing in nonequilibrium SN bi-

layer being in Fulde-Ferrell state create magnetic field
and it could be checked experimentally by using SQUID
magnetometer. Moreover one would expect unusual mag-
netic properties (global paramagnetic response in Meiss-
ner state) and unusual ground states in absence of mag-
netic field (vortex and onion like ones) connected with
finite size (length and width) of SN bridge similar to ones
predicted for SFN strip, disk and square [32, 34].
FF state could be also found from transport measure-

ments. In regime of applied current only states with
∂Jz/∂qz < 0 could be realized - these are metastable
states (doze with Jz ↑↑ qz and having critical current

marked as Jc1 in Fig. 5(b)) and ground states (Jz ↑↓ qz
with critical current Jc2) [35]. The transition from the
metastable state to the ground state with change of the
current in the range −Jc2 < J < Jc2 is accompanied by
large variation of qz (it changes value and sign) when |J |
exceeds Jc1 and appearance of moving electric domain
[36]. Applying ac current at Vctrl < VFF with amplitude
J < Jc2 = Jc (at this control voltage there exist only one
critical current) leads to mainly inductive response with
the voltage shifted by π/2 from the current. On contrary,
at Vctrl > VFF the resistive response appears, connected
with change of qz when ac current exceeds Jc1.
Another way to detect FF state is to measure current

dependent kinetic inductance Lk(J) of SN bridge. In
ordinary superconductor Lk(J) = Lk(−J) while in FF
superconductor Lk(J) 6= Lk(−J) due to finite qz = qFF

in the ground state. The last property directly follows
from the different slopes of Jz(qz) at qz >∼ qFF and qz <∼
qFF and relation L−1

k ∼ −∂Jz/∂qz. For example Lk(J =
−Jc1/2)/Lk(J = Jc1/2) ≃ 1.4 (for Vctrl = 1.1kBTc0 in
Fig. 5(a)) and this ratio increases with further increase
of J .

CONCLUSION

We demonstrate experimentally the possibility to con-
trol critical current of dirty superconductor/low resistive
normal metal (SN) hybrid bridge by current/voltage ap-
plied to the additional/control normal bridge. We argue
that the effect is connected with modification of electron
distribution function in SN bilayer. In the experiment
for our realization of SN-N multi-terminal bridge we find
current gain 6. Its relatively large value is connected with
i) large contribution of proximity induced superconduc-
tivity in N layer to transport properties of SN bilayer and
ii) its large sensitivity to the form of electron distribution
function. We argue that the gain could be enhanced by
optimization of geometrical parameters of SN-N bridge
or going to lower temperatures. Besides we theoretically
find that proximity induced superconductivity in N part
of SN bilayer may have paramagnetic response at rela-
tively large voltage drop and short N bridge and at some
parameters it can be larger than diamagnetic response of
host superconductor. It leads to appearance of the in-
plane Fulde-Ferrell state with properties similar to ones
for hybrid SF or SFN structures, and, apparently, thin
d-wave superconducting films and current driven super-
conductor with Fermi surface nesting.
Authors acknowledge support from Foundation for the
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Model

To calculate superconducting properties across the
thickness of SN bridge being in voltage driven nonequi-
librium state we use Usadel equation for anomalous F =
sinΘ = N2 + iR2 and normal G = cosΘ = N1 + iR1

Green functions

h̄D
dΘ2

dx
+

(

2iE − D

h̄
q2z cosΘ

)

sinΘ+2∆cosΘ = 0, (4)

where D is a diffusion coefficient (D = DS in super-
conducting layer and D = DN in the normal layer),
qz = ∇ϕz +(2π/Φ0)Az (ϕ is a phase of the order param-
eter, A is a vector potential) takes into account nonzero
velocity of superconducting electrons vs ∼ qz in direction
parallel to layers (z direction in our case), ∆(x) is a mag-
nitude of superconducting order parameter which has to
be found in the superconducting layer via self-consistency
equation

∆ = λBCS

∫ h̄ωD

0

R2fL(E)dE, (5)

where

fL(E) =
1

2
(tanh((E + eVctrl/2)/(2kBT )

+ tanh((E − eVctrl/2)/(2kBT ))). (6)

To calculate the superconducting sheet current density
we use the following expression

Jz =
qz
eh̄

∫ dS+dN

0

1

ρ

∫

∞

0

2N2R2fL(E)dEdx, (7)

where ρ is normal state resistivity of S and N layers. We
consider thin bilayer with thickness of superconducting
layer dS ≪ λL (λL is the London penetration depth in
S layer) and thickness of normal layer dN less than char-
acteristic penetration depth of magnetic field in N layer.
It allows us to neglect the effect of the current induced
magnetic field on the current distribution in SN strip.
At SN interface (x = dN ) we use following boundary

condition

DN
dΘ

dx

∣

∣

∣

∣

x=dN−0

= DS
dΘ

dx

∣

∣

∣

∣

x=dN+0

(8)

and continuity of Θ: Θ(x = dN −0) = Θ(x = dN+0) (we
assume transparent interface between S and N layers),
while at the boundary with vacuum (x = 0, dN + dS):
dΘ/dx = 0.

Equations (A1,A2) are solved numerically by using it-
eration procedure. For initial distribution ∆(x) = const
we solve Eq. (A1) in energy interval 0 < E < h̄ωD (we
take h̄ωD = 40kBTc0). In numerical procedure we use
Newton method combined with tridiagonal matrix al-
gorithm. Found solution Θ(x) is inserted to Eq. (A2)
to find ∆(x) and than iterations repeat until the rel-
ative change in ∆(x) between two iterations does not
exceed 10−8. Length is normalized in units of ξc =
√

h̄DS/kBTc0, energy is in units of kBTc0, current is
in units of depairing current of single S layer with the
thickness dS . Typical step grid in S and N layers is
δx = 0.05ξc. BSC constant in Eq. (A2) is expressed
via h̄ωD and Tc0 using following expression

λBCS =

∫ h̄ωD

0

tanh(E/2kBTc0)

E
dE (9)

which follows from Eq. (A2) when ∆ → 0, R2/∆ → 1/E
and Vctrl = 0.
To decrease the number of free parameters we assume

that the density of states in S and N layers is the same
and ratio of resistivities is equal to inverse ratio of dif-
fusion constants or mean free paths ρS/ρN = DN/DS =
ℓN/ℓS .
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